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Abstract

The QCD evolution is shown to result in the striking

flavour dependence of the EMC effect , what could be used to

disentangle the origin of the effect. We discuss in detail:

i) Distinct A-depenrience of the valence u and d in the

pion model

ii) Charge asymmetry of the u, d sea in nuclei in the pion

model

iii) SUI3) asymmetry of the sea in nui'leons and strong

nuclear enhancement of the strange sea in the multiquark

bag/cluster models

iv) Nuclear enhancement of glue in the pion and multiquark

bag models.

We suggest X~, K induced Drell-Yan and open charm

leptoproduction as most promising probes of mechanises of the EMC

effect.

*) Based on lectures presented at Institute for Nuclear Study,

University of Tokyo, 20 April 1984, University of Kagoshima,

27 April, 1985, Tohoku University, Sendai, 2 May, I98S.

**) Visitor from L. D. I.nndau Institute for Theoretical Physics,

142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow Pogion, USSR.
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1. Introduction

Numerous models have been proposed past two years to explain

the EMC effect . Broadly, the effect is attributed either to

bound nucleons, N, having partonic properties different from

those of free nucleons, N,

or to coalescence of nucleons in the nuclear matter followed by a

formation of ~"*Q bags/clusters and/or partial deconfinement of

quarks. Here one assumes

(2)

Hereafter \Jv [ v •*! R ' is a conventional structure function

of any package "i" per bound nucleon, X = Q / y o 2 m V is

Bjorken's scaling variable, Q^" and V are (mass) and energy

of the virtual photon exchanged.
4 )

To the category (1) belongs, for instance, the pion model .

Here the EMC effect comes from the enhancement of the peripheral

pion contribution (Fig.l) to the structure function. Remarkably,

such an enhancement is consistent with the standard theory of the

nuclear matter

In the multiquark bag models the EMC effect is postdicted

by a suitable choice of the bag admixture and parametrization of

•^F £ i «< <J , V $ ) . Similar in spirit is a model of the

•O Y 7)8)

nuclear matter induced stretching of nucleons ' (for rather

stringent bounds on this stretching see Refs. ' ).

In this lecture I shall discuss flavour dependence of the

EMC effect. The principal observation is that QCD evolution

leads to striking differences in the flavour dependence of the

nucleus-to-nucleon ratio of the sea and valence quarks, which is
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correlated with the nuclear enhancement of the ooft glue '. I

propose 1C~"/ K^ induced Drel -Yan process and production of open

charm in neutrino and muon scattering as sensitive probes of

mechanisms of the EMC effect

2. What is big and small about the EMC effect?

Every model builder encounters one and the same question:

"What is a sensible choice of the structure function of the

multiquark bag and/or the stretched nucleon?" One fortunate

exception is the pion model with reasonably well defined rules

for making up ^ C t f , * , &50 from ^C^, X, Q?-} and
^(.TCjX, Q?-} 4) (see below).

One has to explain typically 10-20% deviation from

unity of

(3)

In Fig. 2 we demonstrate how trivial is it to get an effect of

this order of magnitude just by bold parametrization:

Take the low-Q valence u-quark density of conventional form

normalized to momentum <CUV> = 0.3. Compare to it another

density of the form (4), normalized to momentum <^v"> =

0.3(1-0.1) = 0.27. Two parameters C and <X, are uniquely fixed by

the quark number and momentum constraints. The ratio of the two

parton densities would, then, precisely mimic the EMC effect

(Fig.2):

Henceforth, before going into detailed explanations of the

EMC effect, one first has to learn how nucleons are made up of

quarks and gluons.
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3. Current and Constituent quarks and the structure functions of

nucleons

Mesons and baryons are made up of two and three constituent

quarks, respectively. This for more than two decades is a

cornerstone of the very successful spectroscopy of hadrons.

Probing hadrons at low Q , i.e., large wavelength, one only

could resolve three (two) constituent quarks of the nucleon

(meson). At sill higher Q these constituents could radiate

gluons, which at still higher Q would produce qq sea (Fig.3).

The Bremsstrahlung of gluons, which triggers this QCD evolution,

sets on at Q > Q., d-l/IL . One would wonder whether one could
2 2 2

explain the large-Q experimental data starting at Q = Q with
the momentum ratio

< va£.> \ < <^M(-y •. < c & o = i_ : O.- 0 (5)

The perturbative glue and sea do indeed build-up very rapidly,

so that at Q2 ± 10 (GeV/c)2 one would find12'

- 0.5Y : 0. MO : 0.06 (6)
1 3)

compared to the experimental data from CDHS experiment1

d. O.hS : O.S5:0.12 <7'

This suggests that there must be some, and large, amount of

nonperturbative glue and sea in nucleons already at the low
2 2 2

Q = Q . Indeed, if one deevolves the high-Q data down to
2 2Q =0.5 GeV , one would find

a- O.M • 0.U: O.Si : 0.06 ,_.

The way out of trouble with the three-quark spectroscopy of

baryons is the constituent quark model with hadron-like quarks of
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size R much smaller than the size of nucleons: R << R,. ,
q q Ti '

with nonperturbative glue and sea clustering around the valence
* 1

core . This would suggest that the momentum partition (8)
characterizes rather the low-Q , nonperturbative structure of the

hadron-like constituent quarks. The implication is that only the

onset of the perturbative QCD evolution would depend on the size,

R*, of the system these constituent quarks are confined in. On

the other hand, the momentum distribution of these massive

constituents would depend °n the confinement size R* through the

Fermi smearing, as shown in Fig.4.

4, Digression 1: The QCD evolution of structure functions of

nucleons and the low-Q input
2 2 2

The following low Q = Q = 0.5 (GeV/c) input parton
2distributions reproduce well the high-Q experimental data:

uo,

a 00= 0.5*

These densities were normalized to the momentum ratio (8). The

strange sea is neglected (see Section 5 below) . Notice the very-

unorthodox choice of the gluon distribution (12).

We evolved these parton densities using the conventional

leading-order, three-flavor QCD evolution equations with

*) See, however, a pion model considerations in section 9.
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A = 150 MeV/c. Allowance for the charmed sea would have had

negligible impact on the EMC-effeet-oriented comparison of parton

densities in nuclei and nucleons, only leading to unnecessary

complications with the threshold effects, so that we have

neglected charmed sea altogether.

The resulting parton distributions are compared with the

high-Q data in Figs. 5-8. In this comparison we ignore possible

10-20% EMC effect in the •Ofv") F&. data by CDHS collabora-

tion13'.

A few comments on this comparison are in order. First, at

x y 0.5 our input underestimates 3\. (^~0 Fie, , X -j C\J at low 0

(see Fig.6), what is quite natural as we neglect the higher-twist

corrections. There are good reasons to connect these higher-

twists with the finite, and small size, R , of constituent
18) q

quarks , which implies they should not depend on the
2 *2confinement size R* as far as R « R , so that higher twists

would cancel in the EMC ratio. Secondly, the CDHS data on the

antiquark distribution, shown in Fig.7, do strongly suggest that,

at x < 0.15, the sea is predominantly of perturbative origin.

This is why we have been forced to take the input sea rather

sharply peaked at small x.

Of course, such a behaviour of the perturbative sea is

strongly linked to the gluon structure function. The gluon

structure function evolves very rapidly (Fig.8). The most

precise determination of Or C*} — X 4.C* ) comes from the CDHS
13)collaboration . The salient feature of these data, consistent

with the CHARM data , is a rather large density of gluons at

x > 0.2, which only could be obtained at a rather nonorthodox

input (12) with a hard nonperturbative glue.

5. Digression 2: SU(3) and flavour dependence of the sea in

nucleons

One of the possible sources of the nonperturbative sea in
19)nucleons is peripheral pions (Fig.l). ITEP group had worked

out this model to its extreme, attributing all the sea to pions.

This requires extension of the model to fairly high momenta of
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the exchanged pions, though. Anyway, at low Q similar

peripheral kaon diagrams, which could have generated the strange

sea, give much smaller contribution, so that we have neglected

the input strange sea altogether. This motivation aside, it is

interesting to cbserve how the perturbative strange sea builds up

with Q 2 (Fig.9). The ratio r(x) = i(x)/(u(x) + d(x)) rather

rapidly reaches ^1/2 (Fig.10) in broad agreement with r = 0.4

used by CDHS collaboration in their analysis of structure

functions . This comparison shows that indeed the input

strange sea is much smaller than the nonstrange sea. Notice the

elusive asymptopia of the SU13) symmetric sea'.

6. Digression 3: Comments on the large-x and low-x behaviour

of the parton distributions

Apparently, it should rather well be known to all the QCD

evolution practitioners, though not much publicized, that the

Regge model inspired ^ /VX* behaviour of the valence densities

is not stable against the QCD evolution. Even if one would have
J /• \ m '

started with valence densities ^ ( K J j a ^ U ) •v H~X } , the

Regge model constraint tfx U^(Y\ £*- const would be

reproduced numerically rather well in a wide range of small

X ^, 0.003-0.005, the higher Q2 is, the better. In fact, the

only real evidence for something like 'AT*7 is a necessity to

fulfill the valence quark number sum rules:

o

(13)

Experimentally, there is a large missing valence , which is

attributed to a slow convergence of integrals (13) due to

low-x behaviour. For instance, with parametrizations (9) and

(10) we find Nu (x < 0.004) = 0.32, Nd (x < 0.004) = 0.18:



Another common practice is to characterize parton densities

by exponents n _, in the parametrization

\ n<J{{ (14)

It only makes sense to consider these as local parametrizations

around, say,

7 — "••*> (15)

y 3 - o.i
which are about highest values of x at which the experimental

data do have still reasonable accuracy. By virtue of QCD

evolution these exponents vary with Q . The exponents n _ , our

parton densities (9)-(12) corresponds to, are shown in Fig.11.

For valence up and down one starts with n ,, equal to S: 2.2 and
2 2»3.0 at Q = Q , which gradually do rise to 2:3 and i 4 , one

is used to. The strange sea closely follows the glue it is

generated by. Somewhat funny behaviour of n _, for the

nonstrange sea is related to the input nonperturbative sea being

softer than the perturbative one (see Fig.9 and discussion in

section 4).

Now we come back to the EMC effect.

7. Constituent quarks and structure functions versus the

confinement size

Considerations of section 3 do suggest the following

generalization to larger quark confinement size R* > 1L in the
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constituent quark model:

i) In view of :i « R , R* the valence core: glue: sea

momencum ratio in constituent quarks is independent of R*.

ii) The mean numbers of nonperturbative gluons and sea

quarks per constituent quark are independent of R*.

iii) The larger is R* the slower is the Fermi motion ot

consituents and the narrower is the input parton distribution

(Fig.4).

iv) In the crude approximation the ratios of parton

distributions in the package of radius R* and in the nucleon have

the peak value (Fig.4)

r

One could produce narrower parton densities multiplying the

input (9)-(12) by factors of the form C X ( N V ) 4 r . Three

parameters bd., AB> and C are, then, uniquely determined by

constraints i) , ii) and iv) (see Appendix P, for more details).

In Fig.12 we show the resulting p*<V) / p (x) for a

particular case of ft. ^ NlS.' ̂ |y

Generally, R* > R^ is attributed to formation of the

multiquark bags/clusters in the nuclear matter. In the ^>n^\. bag
LnQ '

there could be quarks hav/ momenta 1 < x < n, unaccessible in

nucleons. However, analysis of the simplistic parametrizations

considered in the literature shows that at x < 0.7-0.8, we are

mostly interested in, the nuclear Fermi smearing effects do still

dominate. According to the as yet unpublished BCDMS data , the

nuclear Fermi smearing could dominate up to even higher values of

x. Anyway, the total momentum coming from the x > 1 region is

negligible for a J.I the practical purposes, and we shall ignore it

in the context of present analysis, employing simple parametriza-

tions which only extend up to x = 1. The number of quarks in the
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package becomes, in this limited region of x < 0.7 — 0.8,

irrelevant parameter.

8. Multiquark bags, stretched nucleons and QCD evolution

If for the nucleon of radius R,, the QCD evolution is turned

on at Q~ >, Q , then for the package B of radius R* it would start

at

(recall the discussion in Section 3). Hence, first one has to

evolve the package structure functions up in Q~ from Q to Q~,

then mix the package and nucleon structure functions with

appropriate weights,

(18)

and, finally, evolve F, (A,x,Q ) and F_,(N,x,CT) simultaneously
2 " ""

up in Q .

To assess the relative significance of tne QCD evolution and

parton distribution narrowing effects, discussed in section 3, we

shall analyze in detail three options:

CQM-A: The constituent quark model with W = 20% admixture o:
. ̂  D 7 1}

multiquark packages with R* = Ni R.,, considered in Ref. in

connection with non-nucleonic effects in "K"oL and p=i,

scattering. The corresponding input parton densities are

described in detail in Appendix A. In this model, at large x,

as Ĵ CS;.,V, Q t V ^ e ^ X , ^ ) - ^ 0 as x->l (see
Appendix A). In the region of x ̂  0.1-n.15, however,
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l20)

With Q", = 0.5 (GeV/c)', we remain yet m the perturbative QCD

domain of d<Q~) < 1 at 0^ > Q" > Q^ .

QCM-B: The constituent quark model with a nucleus made 100% up of

stretched nuclecns N of radius R* = 1.055. The input parton

densities are given in Appendix A. In this model at x ii 0.1-0.15

or.e finds

a *RJ<^ ~ A_ (21)

£̂ !: n:h<i pure evolution model of Jaf fe et al. , in which the

nucleus is rr.ade 100% up of stretched nucleons. In contract to

the constituent quark model considerations above, Jaffe et ai.

sx.a rt with an assumption

any serious motivation for which is lacking, though (for a

criticism see Ref. ). As they do not have any narrowing of the

nuclear parton densities, they only could reproduce the experi-

.Tiental ly observed EMC effect at an expense of very large R* :

ft* = 4 - 3 - % ,22,

The experimental situation at low x is controversial , but

all the experiments agree on the magnitude of depletion at large

x (for review see Refs. ' ). We have normalized all the

above models to about the same iarge-x depletion in the EMC ratio

(3), so that if models would diverge in their predictions, that

must be regarded as a genuine difference.
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Before going into detailed discussions of the above package

models, we shall first introduce an alternative mode 1, the pion

model

9. Flavour dependence of the nuclear parton densities in the

pion model ("fcM)

In this model one has to decompose the physical nucleon into

the "bare" nucleon and "ICN system . In terms of probabilities

(23)

In the TCW system pion carries a fraction -r2- of the total

momentum and the (nucleon) ' carries the rest -2 / — \ ~ ^T~ *

One can easily calculate the corresponding parton densities,

computing first the differential flux of pions and then convolut-

ing it with parton densities in pions (see Appendix B) and in
19) 4)bare nucleons . In doing so care must be taken to have the

same valence densities and the same integral sea at 0 = Q.. as in

other models described above, as otherwise it would not make much

sense to compare their predictions.

Now, consider in more detail expansion (23). Denoting by

Pjr^O and D f*) the pion's and "bare" nucleon's contributions

to parton densities in the (TtW ) system, assuming L( (x) =

cL_. (*) and neglecting sea in pions, we obtain:

( 2 4 )

A,\ . a , , I A I <25>
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(A- Hlt)u W) -+ (26)

(27)

(28)

Compare, first, (26) and (27): dfx) acquires much larger

contribution from pions than u(x), which would make the sea

charge asymmetric. Secondly, compare (24) and (25): The valence

u acquires fairly large soft contribution from pions, whereas in

the valence d similar contribution comes with opposite sign, thus

making the valence d relatively harder! The interplay of d f*)

and U v /v) terms further contributes to the same effect.

Finally, the glue becomes relatively softer (Eq. 28).

The above flavour dependence is specific for dom.nance of

the (TCW ) admixture. A certain conspiracy of the (/cA/) and (f[~A )

components would restore the charge symmetry, as was discussed at
19)length by Arakelyan and Boreskov . The nuclear enhancement we

are interested in comes mainly from the ("TCW") component , so

that just to have the idea of the order of magnitude of the

flavour dependence we assume that out of 6% nonperturbative sea

momentum in nucleons, at Q = QN, 4% is the charge symmetric sea,

on top of which 2% is the sea coming from the (TCN/) admixture,

which in the nuclear matter is enhanced two-fold. This

corresponds to the number of pions coming from the (TCtf) component

of the free nucleon

and
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\ \ v = °-163> (30>
Parton densities in pions and "bare" nucieons are described in

Appendix 3.

It is worthwhile to notice that the sea corning from pions,

at least the most peripheral part of it, can not be attributed to

individual constituent quarks. Therefore, the realistic model

could rather by a hybrid of constituent quark and pion models.

Clearly, much better understanding of the nonperturbative,

low-Q , structure of hadrons is necessary to guess the parameters

of the hybrid model.

Some historical comments are in order. Arakelyan and
19 )Boreskov were since long aware of the pion induced charge

assymmetry problem. Recently, this question was brought up

again" , and discussed at length in particular by Ericson

and Thomas . None of the previous authors have had realized,

however, that pions lead to the charge asymmetric nuclear effects

for the valence, too.

The choice (30) of ^ ^ a 9 a i n corresponds to about the same

large-x depletion, as in the package models CQM-A, CQM-B, EM. We

shall designate the pion model by TCM - I" Fig. 12b we show the

flavour dependence of the nuclear effects in the parton densities

for the above choice of (»V-V, and A H at Q 2 = 4 (GeV/c)2.
v "•' N X

In table 1 we summarize the input momentum ratios in
2 2 2

different models at Q = QN- Recall that Q B is different in

models CQM-A, CQM-B and EM. Notice that entries in Table 1 do

not depend on the shape of structure functions altogether, as far

as the ratio (8) , Q N , Q B and -̂ -QCT) have been fixed. We

emphasize that as far as constituent quarks in pions are the same

quarks as in nucieons, the gluon: quark momentum ratio in pions

should be the same as in nucieons. This is a reason why in the

pion model we start with the same integral glue both in nucieons

and nuclei. Notice, however, that in nuclei the differential

glue would be slightly softer. Also, in the pion model, the

input strange sea vanishes both in nucieons and nuclei.
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Table 1

The momentum ratio in nucleons and nuclei
1 T

in different models at Q" = Q"
N

model for
nucleon
and

nucleus

Total momentum fraction for different flavours

u d 2u 2d 2s g

Nucleon
CQM, EM

Q 2 = Q N

0 . 3 1 0 0 . 1 2 0 0 . 0 3 0 0 . 0 3 0 0 0 . 5 1 0

Package
CQM, EM 0.310 0.120 0.030 0.030 0 0.510

Nucleus
CQM-A 0.3036 0.1174 0.0313 0.0313 0.0020 0.5138

Nucleus
CQM-B 0.3056 0.1181 0.0310 0.0310 0.0014 0.5134

Nucleus
EM 0.294 0.114 0.0337 0.0337 0.0051 0.520

N u c l e o n
X M 0 . 3 1 0 0 . 1 2 0 0 . 0 2 3 0 0 . 0 3 7 0 0 0 . 5 1 0

Nucleus

Q =Q*,

0.284 0.126 0.0260 0.0540 0 0.510
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Notice also the difference in entries in Table 1 for various

package models, which come from the QCD evolution of the package

parton densities from Q = Q up to Q = Q .

10. Scaling properties of the EMC effect

Having the input specified, we can solve the QCD evolution

equations and compute the structure functions as a function of Q .

We have applied to resulting structure functions a conventional

step-function Fermi smearing with the Fermi velocity V = 0.26.

Its effect is an upwards bend of R(x) starting from x >, 0.6.

The large-momentum tail of the Fermi momentum distribution is

poorly known and we do not discuss its effect, yet this calcula-

tion shows that Fermi smearing is crucial for understanding the

experimental data at x j> 0.6.

The Q -dependence of the EMC ratio calculated in the package

model CQM-A is shown in Fig.13. Broadly, the EMC ratio exhibits

the scaling behaviour. Were it not for the Fermi smearing, R(x)

would have gone down to 1-W = 0.8 at x-> 1. The excess over

unity at x < 0.2 is, basically, the result of narrowing of the

package valence density. The higher Q , the softer the valence,

so that at x < 0.05-0.1 the enhancement would gradually decrease

and the intercept move down along x-axis, but very slowly. The

excess over unity at x < 0.03 mostly comes from the narrowing of

the nonperturbative input sea and separate QCD evolution for the

package (Fig.12).

The package model CQM-B is very similar to the model CQM-A,

apart from predicted deviations of R(x) from unity at x < 0.1

being approximately by 30% smaller.

The EMC effect being a scaling phenomenon holds for all

other models and we only show in Fig.14 the representative curves

for moderate Q = 8 (GeV/c) , most relevant to the low-x data.

The pion model TCt^ does not differ much from the package

model CQM-A as far as the EMC effect in J, f A, x., O^-"} is

concerned, the sources of the effect being quite different,

though: the narrowing of the valence at x >v 0.05-0.15 and

narrowing of input sea and QCD evolution at x < 0.03 in the
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package model CQM-A versus the pionic enhancement of sea in the

pion model TCtA, - Judging from equations (24)-(27) , the naive

expectation would have been, in TCft\ at low x,

R.O) £ 1 + « T (31)

whereas our more detailed calculations do produce somewhat weaker

enhancement. It might be partially due to the nonperturbative

sea in pions being neglected, which could have contributed at

x < 0.01. Also, the valence quark contribution remains

numerically significant down to very small x, invalidating the

sea dominance prediction (31). We do not make any claims about

this region of x, however, as, besides, the shadowing could

affect the structure functions at x <. 0.1 A~

The pure evolution model differs most from other models.

The low-x enhancement starts in this model at lower value of x

than in the pion or package models and is weaker down to

x ^0.02, further down from where it steeply goes up, coming

primarily from the enhancement of sea. Predictions of different

models are compared with the EMC-SLAC data in Fig.15. None of

models could reproduce quantitatively the low-x enhancement

observed by-EMC collaboration. Also, in all the models the EMC

ratio intercepts unity at x ^ 0.2, in particularly so in the

pure evolution model EM, where x ^ 0.13.

11. QCD evolution and nuclear enhancement of the sea

Go back to Figs. 8-9. They show how rapidly the sea and

glue do evolve with Q , in particularly so at low Q , where the

QCD coupling is relatively large. The integral measure of this

evolution is the Q -dependence of the nonstrange and strange sea

momentum shown in Fig.16. The seemingly innocuous evolution from

Q = QB up to Q = QN has a numerically large impact on the

integral sea momentum and an even more strong impact on the

differential sea at low x (Fig.17). The order of magnitude of

effects could easily be guessed form entries in Table 1: surplus

strange sea momentum supplied by the low-Q evolution is almost
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retained at higher Q"", and one should compare the entries in the

2s row of Table 1 to the typical strange sea momentum

0.02-0.03. The differential non-strange sea enhancement can be

judged from the EMC ratio for sea in -0 (V ) J\ , \) (\>") W

interactions shown in Figs. 13, 14. This ratio is dominated by

the nonstrange sea.

The pion model does not have any separate evolution stage

for nuclei compared to nucleons. The integral momentum of the

strange sea in nuclei will, then, De perfectly identical to that

in nucleons as Q -dependence of moments does not depend on the

shape of parton densities. However, as we have mentioned above,

pions make the differential glue in nuclei softer than in

nucleons. Since the perturbative sea is generated by gluons, the

strange sea in nuclfi would be softer too, hence an enhancement

of the soft strange sea in the pion model as well (Fig.17).

Few more comments on the sea enhancement. The pion model

gives the largest surplus sea in terms of the total momentum and

the enhancement of the nonstrange sea is almost uniform in x.

This is quite understandable in view of an extensive analysis by
19 1Arakelyan and Boreskov , who found the pion model to be able to

reproduce the whole sea with reasonable extrapolation of the pion

model to higher momenta of the exchanged pion. However, still

stronger enhancement of sea at x 0.05 is predicted by the pure

evolution model EM. This enhancemet of sea manifests itself in

the strong EMC effect, at low x, in the structure function

3 ^ (A,*., &*•) , too.

Somewhat funny behaviour of ^V^A ̂  / %-^tJ *•*) ^n t n e

2 2

package model CQM-A at x ̂  0.1 and Q = 1 (GeV/c) is a reflec-

tion of the dominance of the perturbative sea over nonperturba-

tive in this region (see Fig.9) and should not be regarded

seriously, as it is rapidly wiped out by QCD evolution.

The best experimental constraint for the enhancement of sea

comes from a comparison of y distributions in N) ft and ij fj

interactions
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The ratio of inclusive \>A and -0 U y-distributions at y-> 1

will be given by the sea momentum enhancement factor R :

a (33)

An analysis of the BEBC 'O kc , V 3) interaction data

gives Rg = 0.9] ± 0.06 . Our calculations give p = 1.12,

1.09, 1.036 and 1.026 for the pion model ~XfA , the pure evolution

model £M and for the package models CQM-A and CQM-B, respective-
2 2

ly, at Q = 4 (GeV/c) . The excess of R over unity would very
2slowly decrease with Q , see Fig.15. The values of R for the

pion and pure evolution models do conflict above experimental

bound on R , but the life is more complicated.

There were suggestions that the apparent discrepancy between

the SLAC and EMC data at low x could be eliminated if the

longitudinal cross section rises with the atomic number A:

R = <D^ /<S-y - 0.08 • A1''3 2 6 ) . This rise of R with A could

mask the enhancement of sea in "v (\>") ft interactions

Besides, the relative enhancement of sea depends on the magnitude

of the nonperturbative sea. Our choice (8) was tuned to the CDHS

data on the sea. We do not know whether the choice of the much

larger input sea <2. < X — + "X£'> ~ 0.12 can be ruled out

with any credibility by the hitherto obtained experimental data.

Such a choice of the input sea would have reduced the above

quoted values of R<,-1 by about twofold, thus making even the pion

model and the pure evolution model quite compatible with the

meager experimental data.

Unlike the muon scattering, the N>(\)) interactions are

flavour selective. The EMC ratio of the sea in \) /\ and >J p
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interactions is identical to ^A/\>A/ ratio for the charge

symmetric sea, whereas in the pion model two ratios would
^ 3) 2 4)drastically differ" . The pion induced charge asymmetry in

the sea in protons would correspond to much weaker, and perhaps

even of the opposite sign, EMC effect in the \ ) A / y p ratio

than in the \)A/0^ ratio (Fig.18), so that observation of no EMC

effect in %) /V / \> p ratio could perfectly be

compatible with large enhancement of the integial sea. For this

reason the CDHS data do not give any useful constraint on the

sea enhancement.

12. QCD evolution and nuclear enhancement of the soft glue

According to QCD, the gluon momentum tends to a limiting

value at Q2-»o» 2 8 ) :

> — ^ !£_ (34)

The input glue momentum (8), suggested by the experimental data,

is very close to the limiting value 0.64 of the three-flavor, N.

= 3, approximation, so that the relative variation of <X,~> with

Q is very weak: ^

<*g^ = 0.51 (Q2=0.5 (GeV/c)2) — ^ 0.57 (Q2 = 1024 (GeV/c)2) (35)

The principal effect of evolution is reshuffling of momentum

between valance and sea. However, the differential gluon

structure function evolves very rapidly (Figs. 8, 13, 14), which

results in enhancement of the low-x glue in the package and pure

evolution models. Much of the enhancement comes from the low-Q

stage of evolution, so that the onset of the four-flavour regime

at larger Q^ would not change our conclusions on the nuclear

enhancment. Numerically, one gets 20% effect in the

differential sea in the pure evolution model, though the relative

enhancement of the total momentum was about only 2% (Table 1).
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Even in the pion model one gets about 6% enhancement of the low-

momentum glue. True, half of pions momentum is in the glue, but

the above enhancement of glue is much smaller than of sea simply

because the input glue momentum was much larger.

In Fig.19 we put together the EMC ratio tor the glue in

different models at Q = 4 (GeV/c) . This value of Q" is about

relevant to the open charm photoproduction via the photon-gluon

fusion mechanism. Recently, EMC collaboration has indeed
2 9)reported observation of the nuclear enhancement of the

photoproduction of ^/<^ by 30 - 50%.

The bold extrapolation of the photon-gluon fusion model to

the 3j*Y photoproduction would enable, then, to interpret these

data in terms of the nuclear enhancement of glue (Fig.20). If

taken literally, an enhancement of glue of this order in

magnitude would correspond to

< V A ~ **& ~ 0A~ °
which might conflict the momentum sum rule. It would be most

interesting, and somewhat safer from the theoretical point of

view, to conduct detailed studies of the A-dependence of photo-

production of the open charm.

13. Drell-Yan signatures of the QCD evolution effects and of

the nuclear pions

The rules of rewriting the Drell-Yan cross section in terms

of the parton densities in the target are well known. Hence we

omit these technicalities and confine ourselves to listing

principal signatures of the QCD evolution and pion effects.

In the package models CQM-A, CQM-B and the pure QCD

evolution model EM the most striking effect is approximately

twice stronger nuclear enhancement of the strange sea than of the

nonstrange one. The A-dependence of the strange sea can be

deduced either from the "^(V) excitation of charm, or from the

Drell-Yan production in the K beam. Remarkably, as strange

quarks are heavier, the valence s would carry larger fraction of
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K 's momentum than the valence u. This would help to gain back a

partial ruppression of the ss annihilation by the charge o:

5tj.ar.ge quarks. A comparison with the proton induced Drell-Yan,

primarily sensitive to the ncnstrange sea, would allow

unambiguous comparison of s /s and u (d) , ,'u.T (d) f, .

The pion model rather predicts much stronger nuclear

enhancement of the nonstrange sea compared to the strange sea.

Perhaps, most remarkable feature of the pion model are the charge

asymmetric nuclear effects both in valence and nonstrange sea

(Fig.12b). In order to dig out these effects experimentally one

must first have, however, an order in magnitude more accurate

data on the valence in protons, neutror.s and nuclei. Perhaps,

one could also exploit the Drell-Yan production in T[~ and ]C

beams being mostly sensitive to valence u and d, and to determine

valence u, d and u, d in nuclei from the high-precision studies

of Drell-Yan production on normal and neutron-rich nuclei.

The nuclear effects in sea, valence and glue are so distinct

in different models, that the combined data would indeed allow to

single out the right model.

Recently, the Drell-Yan process, in the context of the EMC

effect, was discussed by several authors 1 1 1'' 4 1' 3 0'' 3 1 1. All of

them have overlooked strong flavour dependence of the EMC effect

for valence and sea , discussed in this lecture.

In the pp collisions Drell-Yan pairs have symmetric rapidity

distribution. In the pA collisions nuclear parton distributions

are softened due both to neutrons and the EMC effect. Indeed,

I to et al. have observed the forward-backward asymmetry of the
24 1

dilepton rapidity spectrum. Ericson and Thomas attribute this

asymmetry to the nuclear enhancement of sea. The typical

asymmetry pattern is shown in Fig.21. Our feeling is that the

asymmetry is not a particularily straightforward test of

different models. Rather one should try to disentangle the

flavour dependence of nuclear effects in the Drell-Yan process.
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14. Conclusions

The nonrelativistic constituent quark model considerations

suggest narrowing of parton densities in nuclei. This narrowing

allows to reproduce the EMC effect with a fairly modest modifica-

tions of the nuclear structure: P.* = 1.055 R in the stretched

nucleon model CQM-B, or 20% admixture of the multiquark clusters

with R* = ^ 1 FL in the cluster model CQM-A. In contrast to that,
3 )the pure QCD evolution model of Jaffe et al. demands for

stretched nucleons with R* = 1.2 tL . Jaffe et ai. tend to ignore
33)the observation that this would correspond to unacceptable 70%

3 4 }probability of coalescence of nucleons in iron (see also ) .

Our principal observation was that the larger confinement

i^e in nuclei implies, by virtue or tne QCD evolution, remarkab-

ly strong flavour dependence of the EMC effect. It is worthwhile

to emphasize once more that the enhancement of the integral

strange and nonstrange sea is predetermined by the QCD evolution

of second moments of parton densities, which does not depend on

the detailed shape of the structure functions. In-so-far as our

input structure functions do reproduce the experimental data, we

can claim that even tne differential enhancement of glue and sea,

we have found, is model independent and does only depend on the

range of separate QCD evolution for nuclei.

The above discussed experiments, dedicated to search for

flavour dependence of the EMC effect, could be most helpful in

disentangling the origin of the EMC effect.

Using the above results for the constituent quark and pion

models, one could easily formualte predictions for hybrid models.

We leave this as an exercise for interested readers.

One omission in the above discussion was the A-dependence of

the EMC effect. One has to explain a factor of two enhancement
4 2)

of the effect from He up to Au , which broadly agrees with

estimations of the A-dependence of two-particle correlations in

the nuclear matter . I would like to comment that even

four-particle correlation model could lead to almost identical

results.
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Start with the d, -particle as a reference poir.r . A strong

^.-clustering in light nuclei would then give

(37)

|- WWC'H*) (38,

(39)

If allowance is made for £our-particle correlations between

nucleons not belonging to ^-clusters or belonging to different

cA-clusters, the r.h.s. of above equations should be regarded

rather as lower bounds. We notice that naive estimations

(37)-(38) do broadly agree with what two-particle correlation

calculations gave ' , hence there are good reasons to expect

that any model which would somehow yield factor of two enhance-

ment from He to Au, would reproduce the observed A-depondence

for all the nuclei in between. For instance, naive considera-

tions of the surface and volume effects do readily suggest such a

factor of two although they are not relevant to the four-

particle correlation model in a literal sence. Perhaps, high

precision studies of the EMC-effect in light nuclei could

distinguish between the two-particle and four-particle correla-

tions, as for Li the former model would rather give

W(6Li) ;> W(4He) 3 6 ).

High-precision experiments on the hadron-nuclei scattering

could also shed some light on the origin of the EMC effect, as

was discussed in recent papers '
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16. Appendix A: Parton densities versus the confinement size R*

For the sea and gluons we simulate narrowing just

multiplying densities (11) and (12) by

C x^ 0-x)&^ (A1)

Once CiJ, is chosen, C and A & are uniquely determined from the

momentum and parton number constraints. We adjust AA to meet

the nonrelativistic constituent model suggested ratio (16). In

the package model CQM-A we find for gluons

&<k, = 1.085 , A£> = 5.063 (A2)

and for sea

&<i, = 0.055 , &fc = 6.05 , (A3)

whereas in the package model CQM-B

a=k = 0.12 , &(1 = 0.49 (A4)

and

Acl, = 0.03 , A & = 1 . 1 9 (A5)

for glue and sea, respectively.

For the valence we consider the input (9), (10) as a mix of

two normalized densities:

(A6)
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and

(A7)

For nucleons in the input (9) , (10) , & = fc-^ . We retain the

parton number and momentum normalizations for each component and

their relative weights in valence u and d and apply to them the

above narrowing procedure with common 4o^ • The result is

&Jv = 0.5 , & fc = 3.111 , & 2,^= 1.275 (A8)

&d\ = 0.441 , if, = 4 . 4 1 0 , a fc = 1.368 (A9)

for up and down quarks in the constituent quark package model

CQM-A, and

&<3k = 0.053 , & B> = 0.435 , A ft = 0.135 (A10)

&»k = 0 . 0 4 9 , &R, = 0.49 , &.fc = 0.152 (All)

in the package model CQM-B. Recall that Q is different in

models CQM-A and CQM-B.

It is curious to cite the mean number or sea antiquarks and

qluons per constituent quark and mean momenta per sea antiquark

and gluon which correspond to the input (11), (12):

- = 1.11 , <* >iT = °-009 (A12)

= 0.963 , < X > a = 0-1764 (A13)

We emphasize that the mean number of nonperturbative gluons per

constituent quark being of the order of one is almost model

independent observation. Regarding the sea, much depends on the
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input glue, as the resulting perturbative sea is strongly pushing

the nonperturbative sea to the small x domain. Whereas the

product < H >J <-^'>5' ^s about well constrained quantity,

< 1> -r is known at best within a factor of 2 - 3. None the

X
less, the constituent quark picture with hadron-like quarks is

essential for consistency with the three-quark spectroscopy of

baryons.

17. Appendix B: Parton densities in pions

In pions we assume charge symmetric valence, neglect the sea

and start with momentum ratio

<val> : <glue> = 0.49 : 0.51 (Bl)

We normalize the glue to the same number of gluons per constitu-

ent quark as in nucleons (see (A13)). Finally, at Q = Q N ,

(B2)

9,(0 - 0.S1 • «B3)

By chance, the exponent oi> of y factor in (B3) vanishes.

The differential flux of pions in nucleons, calculated in
4) 19)

is reasonably well approximated by

•$&') - n • AO a (B4)
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The momentum ratio in "bare" nucleons is

(B5)

0.5W

After pions are added in with ^^TCM = °-16, (29), the

momentum ratio (8) is recovered. The momentum ratio (B5)

corresponds to the following valence in the "bare" nucleon:

(\-*Y>s/xoS5~
(B6)
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The peripheral pion exchange contribution to the

structure function of deep inelastic scattering on

nucleons, z being a fraction of nucleon's momentum

taken away by pion.

Fig. 2. "EMC ratio" of the two valence u-quark densities

corresponding to integral mometnum<u> = 0.27 and <u ">

= 0.30.

Fig. 3. A qualitative picture of the QCD evolution of the pion

structure function starting from the pure valence

parton state:

a) Low-Q scattering off the constituent, valence

quark and the corresponding structure function peaked

at about x = 1/2.

b) Bremsstrahlung of gluons diminishes the momentum of

valence quarks and generates the gluon component of

nucleons.

c) Scattering off the qq sea generated by gluons: both

valence quarks and glue become still softer.

Fig. 4. The qualitative shape of the low-Q structure function

of the nucleon at Q = Q and of the package fl at
2 2Q = Q and its dependence on the confinement size, R*,

in the massive constituent quark model.

Fig. 5. Valence distirubions (9) and (10) evolved up to Q =

8 (GeV/c) versus the BEBC experimental data by Allasia

et al. 1 6 ).

Fig. 6. The structure function F-(N,x,Q ) versus the CDHS

data13' form V>Cv>)Fe interactions. Possible EMC

effect neglected.

Fig. 7. The antiquark structure function

q (x) = x(u(x)+d(x)+s(x)+s(x) )

versus the CDHS data '.

Fig. 8. The Q -evolution of the gluon structure function

G(x) = xg(x). Shown by shaded area are the

experimental determinations of G(x) by CDHS and

CHARM17' collaborations.
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Fig. 9. The Q -evolution of xu(x) (a) and xs{x) (b).

Fig. 10. The ratio of the strange and nonstrange sea densities

in protons as a funciton of x and Q .

Fig. 11. Exponents of the "large-x" behaviour of the parton

densities as a funciton of Q (see Eqns, 13), 14)).

Shown at extreme left by open circle (u,d), open square

(g), and open triangles (u ,d ) are true exponents of

parametrizations (9)-(12) at Q = Q .

Fig. 12. Top: The ratio of the input quark densities for the

package with R* = \fi 1^ , taken at Q2 = Q2 12, and

for the nucleon at Q2 = Q2, = 0.5 (GeV/c)2.

Bottom: The flavour dependence of the ratio of parton

densities in the bound and free proton in the pion

model XlA , at Q2 = 4 (GeV/c)2.

Fig. 13. The scaling properties of the EMC effect in the

structure function F,, gluon density and sea, in the

package model CQM-A.

Fig. 14. The EMC effect in the structure function F., gluon

density and sea in the pure evolution model EM and in

the pion model TCfA at Q = 8 (GeV/c) .

Fig. 15. The EMC effect in different models at Q2 = 8 (GeV/c)2

versus the experimental data by Aubert et al. (EMC) and

Arnold et al. (SLAC)2).

Fig. 16. The momentum in the nonstrange and strange sea as a

function of Q and its dependence on the onset of QCD

evolution: solid curve corresponds to free nucleons,

the broken curve to the package with radius R* =
7 2 2

for which evolutin starts at Q = Qt = Q,,/2 =
- D Vi

0.25 (GeV/c) , and the dash-dotted curve to the package

model CQM-A.

Fig. 17. The relative enhancement of strange sea in nuclei at

Q - 8 (GeV/c) in different models (Fermi smearing is

not included).

Fig. 18. The ^ A /vj) and V A / v P ratios of sea in the pion

model TCbh, (Fermi smearing is not included) .
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Fig. 19. The nuclear enhancement of the c,̂ uon structure function

G(x) = xg(x) in different models at Q2 = 4 (GeV/c)2.

Fig. 20. The ratio of the gluon density in iron to that in

nucleons as a function of x, inferred from the

A-dependence of photoproduction of 0/IL/

Fig. 21. The nucleon-nucleon center of mass system rapidity

dependence of the nucleus-to-nucleon ratio of the

Drell-Yan cross sections in pA and pN collisions in

different models.
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